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Abstract— Memory plays a major role in Artificial Neural 

Networks. Without memory, Neural Network can not be learned 

itself. One of the primary concepts of memory in neural networks 

is Associative neural memories. A survey has been made on 

associative neural memories such as Simple associative memories 

(SAM), Dynamic associative memories (DAM), Bidirectional 

Associative memories (BAM), Hopfield memories, Context 

Sensitive Auto-associative memories (CSAM) and so on. These 

memories can be applied in various fields to get the effective 

outcomes. We present a study on these associative memories in 

artificial neural networks.  

Keywords-Associative memories; SAM; DAM; Hopfield model; 

BAM; Holographic Associative Memory (HAM); Context-sensitive 

Auto-associative Memory (CSAM); Context-sensitive Asynchronous 

Memory (CSYM) 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Learning is the way we acquire knowledge about the world 
around us, and it is through this process of knowledge 
acquisition, that the environment alerts our behavioral 
responses.  Learning allows us to store and retain knowledge; it 
builds our memories.  

Aristotle stated about memory: first, the elementary unit of 
memory is a sense image and second, association and links 
between elementary memories serve as the basis for higher 
level cognition. One author stated, memory stands for the 
elementary unit and association for recollection between 
elementary units. 

In a neurobiological context, memory refers to the 
relatively enduring neural alterations induced by the interaction 
of an organism with its environment. Without such a change, 
there is no memory. The memory must be useful and accessible 
to the nerves system that influences the future behavior.  

Memory and Learning are intricately connected. When a 
particular activity pattern is learned, it is stored in the brain 
where it can be recalled later when required. Learning encodes 
information. A system learns a pattern if the system encodes 
the pattern in its structure. The system structure changes as the 

system learns the information. So, learning involves change. 
That change can be represented in memory for future behavior. 

Over the past century the psychologists have studied 
learning based on fundamental paradigms: non-associative and 
associative. In non-associative learning an organism acquires 
the properties of a single repetitive stimulus. In associative 
learning [Edward Thorndike, B.F. Skinner], an organism 
acquires knowledge about the relationship of either one 
stimulus to another, or one stimulus to the organisms own 
behavioral response to that stimulus. 

On the neuronal basis of formation of memories into two 
distinct categories: STM (short term memory) and LTM (long 
term memory). Inputs to the brain are processed into STM’s 
which last at the most for a few minutes. Information is 
downloaded into LTM’s for more permanent storage. One of 
the most important functions of our brain is the laying down 
and recall of memories. It is difficult to imagine how we could 
function without both short and long term memory. The 
absence of short term memory would render most tasks 
extremely difficult if not impossible - life would be punctuated 
by a series of one time images with no logical connection 
between them. Equally, the absence of any means of long term 
memory would ensure that we could not learn by past 
experience.  

The acquisition of knowledge is an active, on going 
cognitive process based on our perceptions. An important point 
about the learning mechanism is that it distributes the memory 
over different areas, making them robust to damage. 
Distributed storage permits the brain to work easily from 
partially corrupted information. 

II.  ASSOCIATIVE MEMORIES 

The associative memory models[4], an early class of neural 
models that fit perfectly well with the vision of cognition 
emergent from today brain neuro-imaging techniques, are 
inspired on the capacity of human cognition to build calculus 
makes them a possible link between connectionist models and 
classical artificial intelligence developments. 
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Our memories function as an associative or content-
addressable. That is, a memory does not exist in some isolated 
fashion, located in a particular set of neurons. Thus memories 
are stored in association with one another. These different 
sensory units lie in completely separate parts of the brain, so it 
is clear that the memory of the person must be distributed 
throughout the brain in some fashion.  

We access the memory by its contents not by where it is 
stored in the neural pathways of the brain. This is very 
powerful; given even a poor photograph of that person we are 
quite good at reconstructing the persons face quite accurately. 
This is very different from a traditional computer where 
specific facts are located in specific places in computer 
memory. If only partial information is available about this 
location, the fact or memory cannot be recalled at all.  

Traditional measures of associative memory performance 
are its memory capacity and content-addressability.  Memory 
capacity refers to the maximum number of associated pattern 
pairs that can be stored and correctly retrieved while content-
addressability is the ability of the network to retrieve the 
correct stored pattern.  Obviously, the two performance 
measures are related to each other.  

It is known that using Hebb's learning rule in building the 
connection weight matrix of an associative memory yields a 
significantly low memory capacity.  Due to the limitation 
brought about by using Hebb's learning rule, several 
modifications and variations are proposed to maximize the 
memory capacity.  

A. Model 

Associative memory maps[4,6] data from an input space to 
data in an output space. In general, this mapping is from 
unknown domain points to known range points, where the 
memory learns an underlying association from a training data 
set.  

For non-learning memory models, which have their origin 
in additive neuronal dynamics, connection strength’s are 
“programmed” a priori depending upon the association that are 
to be encoded in the system. Sometimes these memories are 
referred to as matrix associative memories, because a 

connection matrix W, encodes associations ,),( 1

Q

iii BA 
where 

iA Βn and iB  Βn. If ),( ii BA is one of the programmed 

memories then iB  is called the association of iA . When 

iA and iB  are in different spaces then the model is hetero-

associative memory. i.e. it associates two different vectors with 

one another. if iBiA , then the model is Auto-associative 

memory. i.e. it associates a vector with itself.  Associative 
memory models enjoy properties such as fault tolerance. 

Associative Neural Memories 

Associative neural memories are concerned with 
associative learning and retrieval of information (vector 
patterns) in neural networks. These networks represent one of 
the most extensively analyzed classes of artificial neural 
networks.  

Several associative neural memory models have been 
proposed over the last two decades. These memory models can 
be classified into various ways depending on  

 Architecture (Static versus Dynamic) 

 Retrieval Mode (Synchronous versus Asynchronous) 

 Nature of stored association (Auto-associative versus 
Hetero-associative) 

 Complexity and capability of memory storage 

1) Simple Associative Memories 
One of the earliest associative memory models is the 

correlation memory [Anderson, 1972; Kohonen, 1972; Nakano, 
1972]. This correlation memory consists of a single layer of L 
non interacting linear units, with the lth unit having a weight 

vector
n

l Rw  . It associates real values input column vectors 

nk Rx  which corresponding real valued output column 

vectors 
nk Ry 

according to the 
transfer eq.: 


kk Wxy 
 

Where 
  nkyx kk ,....2,1,,  a collection of desired 

associations and W is is an L×N interconnection matrix whose 

lth row is given by
T

lw . This associative memory is 

characterized by linear matrix vector multiplication retrievals. 
Hence it is referred to as a linear associative memory 
[1](LAM). This LAM is said to be hetero-associative because 
yk is different (in encoding and/ dimensionality) from xk. If yk= 
xk for all k, then this memory is called auto-associative.  

The correlation memory is a LAM that employs a simple 
recording or storage recipe for loading m associations 

  nkyx kk ,....2,1,,   into memory. The recording recipe is 

responsible for synthesizing W and is given by 



Tm

k

Tkk YXxyW  1
}(

 

Where W is the Correlation Matrix of m associations. 

2) Simple Nonlinear Associative Memory Model  
The binary-valued associations[1] xk

 , {-1, +1} N and yk {-
1, +1} L and the presence of a clipping nonlinearity F operating 
component wise on the vector Wx, according to 

 y = F[Wx]  (3) 

relaxes some of the constraints imposed by correlation 
recording of a LAM. Here, W needs to be synthesized with the 
requirement that only the sign of the corresponding 
components of y

k and Wx
k agree. Next, consider the 

normalized correlation recording recipe given by: 
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This automatically normalizes the xk vectors. Now, if one of 
the recorded key patterns x

h is presented as input, then the 
following expression for the retrieved memory pattern can be 
written: 

   hh
m

hk

hTkkhh yFxxy
n

yFy 







 



1~

 

3) Optimal Linear Associative Memory (OLAM)  
The correlation recording recipe does not make optimal use 

of the LAM interconnection weights. A more optimal recording 
technique can be derived which guarantees perfect retrieval of 
stored memories y

k from inputs x
k as long as the set {x

k; 
k = 1, 2, ..., m} is linearly independent (as opposed to the more 
restrictive requirement of orthogonality required by the 
correlation-recorded LAM). This recording technique leads to 
the optimal linear associative memory[1,7] (OLAM). For 
perfect storage of m associations {x

k, yk}, a LAM's 
interconnection matrix W must satisfy the matrix equation 
given by: 

 WXY   

This equation can always be solved exactly if all m vectors 
x

k (columns of X) are linearly independent, which implies that 
m must be smaller or equal to n. For the case m = n, the matrix 
X is square and a unique solution for W in Equation (6) exists 
giving:  


1*  YXW  

Which requires that the matrix inverse X
-1 exists; i.e., the 

set {x
k} is linearly independent. Thus, this solution guarantees 

the perfect recall of any y
k upon the presentation of its 

associated key xk.  

B. Dynamic Associative Memories (DAMs)  

Associative memory performance can be improved by 
utilizing more powerful architectures than the simple ones 
considered above. As an example, consider the auto associative 
version of the single layer associative memory employing units 
with the sign activation function and whose transfer 
characteristics are given by Equation (3). Now assume that this 
memory is capable of associative retrieval of a set of m bipolar 
binary memories {x

k}. Upon the presentation of a key 

which is a noisy version of one of the stored memory 
vectors xk, the associative memory retrieves (in a single pass) 

an output y which is closer to stored memory x
k than . In 

general, only a fraction of the noise (error) in the input vector is 
corrected in the first pass. Intuitively, we may proceed by 
taking the output y and feed it back as an input to the 

associative memory hoping that a second pass would eliminate 
more of the input noise. This process could continue with more 
passes until we eliminate all errors and arrive at a final output y 
equal to xk. The retrieval procedure just described amounts to 
constructing a recurrent associative memory with the 
synchronous (parallel) dynamics given by 

 x(t + 1) = F[W x(t)] (8) 

Where t = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... and x(0) is the initial state of the 

dynamical system which is set equal to the noisy key . For 
proper associative retrieval, the set of memories {x

k} must 
correspond to stable states (attractors) of the dynamical system. 
In this case, we should synthesize W (which is the set of all 
free parameters wij of the dynamical system in this simple case) 
so that starting from any initial state x(0), the dynamical 
associative memory converges to the "closest" memory state xk.  

DAM has several variations, which are presented below: 

1) Hopfield model 
The Hopfield model[6,8] is a distributed model of an 

associative memory. The Hopfield Model was proposed by 
John Hopfield of the California Institute of Technology during 
the early 1980s.  

The dynamics of the Hopfield model is different from that 
of the Linear Associator Model in that it computes its output 
recursively in time until the system becomes stable.  We 
presented a Hopfield model with six units, where each node is 
connected to every other node in the network is given below.  

 
Figure 1: Hopfield model 

Unlike the linear associator model which consists of two 
layers of processing units, one serving as the input layer while 
the other as the output layer, the Hopfield model consists of a 
single layer of processing elements where each unit is 
connected to every other unit in the network other than 
itself.  The connection weight matrix W of this type of network 
is square and symmetric, i.e., wij = wji for i, j = 1, 2, ..., m.  Each 
unit has an extra external input Ii.  This extra input leads to a 
modification in the computation of the net input to the units.  

Unlike the linear associator, the units in the Hopfield model 
act as both input and output units. But just like the linear 
associator, a single associated pattern pair is stored by 
computing the weight matrix as follows:  

Wk = Xk
TYk , where Yk = Xk 
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to store p different associated pattern pairs. Since the 
Hopfield model is an auto-associative memory model, patterns, 
rather than associated pattern pairs, are stored in memory.  

After encoding, the network can be used for 
decoding.  Decoding in the Hopfield model is achieved by a 
collective and recursive relaxation search for a stored pattern 
given an initial stimulus pattern.  Given an input pattern X, 
decoding is accomplished by computing the net input to the 
units and determining the output of those units using the output 
function to produce the pattern X'.  The pattern X' is then fed 
back to the units as an input pattern to produce the pattern 
X''.  The pattern X'' is again fed back to the units to produce the 
pattern X'''.  The process is repeated until the network stabilizes 
on a stored pattern where further computations do not change 
the output of the units.  

If the input pattern X is an incomplete pattern or if it 
contains some distortions, the stored pattern to which the 
network stabilizes is typically one that is most similar to X 
without the distortions.  This feature is called Pattern 
Completion and is very useful in many image processing 
applications.  

During decoding, there are several schemes that can be 
used to update the output of the units.  The updating schemes 
are Synchronous (parallel), Asynchronous (sequential), or a 
combination of the two (hybrid).  

Using the synchronous updating scheme, the output of the 
units are updated as a group prior to feeding the output back to 
the network.  On the other hand, using the asynchronous 
updating scheme, the output of the units are updated in some 
order (e.g. random or sequential) and the output are then fed 
back to the network after each unit update.  Using the hybrid 
synchronous-asynchronous updating scheme, subgroups of 
units are updated synchronously while units in each subgroup 
updated asynchronously.  The choice of the updating scheme 
has an effect on the convergence of the network.  

Hopfield (1982) demonstrated that the maximum number of 
patterns that can be stored in the Hopfield model of m nodes 
before the error in the retrieved pattern becomes severe is 
around 0.15m.  The memory capacity of the Hopfield model 
can be increased as shown by André cut (1972).  

Hopfield model is broadly classified into two categories: 

 Discrete Hopfield Model 

 Continuous Hopfield Model 

2) Brain-state-in-a-Box model 
The "brain-state-in-a-box"[4,6] (BSB) model is one of the 

earliest DAM models. It is a discrete-time continuous-state 
parallel updated DAM. The BSB model extends the Linear 
Associator model and is similar to the Hopfield Model in that it 
is an Auto-associative model with its connection matrix 
computed using outer products in the usual way. The operation 
of both models is also very similar, with differences arising 
primarily in the way activations are computed in each iteration, 

and in the signal function used. The BSB model stands apart 
from other models in its use of the linear threshold signal 
function.  

3) Bi-directional Associative Memory (BAM) 
Kosko (1988) extended the Hopfield model by 

incorporating an additional layer to perform recurrent auto-
associations as well as hetero-associations on the stored 
memories.  

The network structure of the Bi-directional Associative 
Memory model[4,7] is similar to that of the linear associator, 
but the connections are bidirectional, i.e., wij = wji, for i = 1, 2, 
..., m and j = 1, 2, ..., n.  Also, the units in both layers serve as 
both input and output units depending on the direction of 
propagation.  Propagating signals from the X layer to the Y 
layer makes the units in the X layer act as input units while the 
units in the Y layer act as output units.  The same is true for the 
other direction, i.e., propagating from the Y layer to the X layer 
makes the units in the Y layer act as input units while the units 
in the X layer act as output units.  Below is an illustration of 
the BAM architecture.  

 
Figure 2: BAM model 

Just like the linear associator and Hopfield model, encoding 
in BAM can be carried out by using:  

 Wk = Xk
TYk  (10) 

to store a single associated pattern pair and  
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to simultaneously store several associated pattern pairs. 
After encoding, the network can be used for decoding.  

 In BAM, decoding involves reverberating distributed 
information between the two layers until the network becomes 
stable.  In decoding, an input pattern can be applied either on 
the X layer or on the Y layer.  When given an input pattern, the 
network will propagate the input pattern to the other layer 
allowing the units in the other layer to compute their output 
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values.  The pattern that was produced by the other layer is 
then propagated back to the original layer and let the units in 
the original layer compute their output values.  The new pattern 
that was produced by the original layer is again propagated to 
the other layer.  This process is repeated until further 
propagations and computations do not result in a change in the 
states of the units in both layers where the final pattern pair is 
one of the stored associated pattern pairs.  The final pattern pair 
that will be produced by the network depends on the initial 
pattern pair and the connection weight matrix.  

Several modes can also be used to update the states of the 
units in both layers namely synchronous, asynchronous, and a 
combination of the two.  In synchronous updating scheme, the 
states of the units in a layer are updated as a group prior to 
propagating the output to the other layer.  In asynchronous 
updating, units in both layers are updated in some order and 
output is propagated to the other layer after each unit 
update.  Lastly, in synchronous-asynchronous updating, there 
can be subgroups of units in each layer that are updated 
synchronously while units in each subgroup are updated 
asynchronously.  

Since the BAM also uses the traditional Hebb's learning 
rule to build the connection weight matrix to store the 
associated pattern pairs, it too has a severely low memory 
capacity.  The BAM storage capacity for reliable recall was 
given by Kosko (1988) to be less than minimum (m, n), i.e., the 
minimum of the dimensions of the pattern spaces.  A more 
recent study by Tanaka et al (2000) on the relative capacity of 
the BAM using statistical physics reveals that for a system 
having n units in each of the two layers, the capacity is around 
0.1998n.  

Mostly, BAM can be classified into two categories: 

 Discrete BAM 

In a discrete BAM, the network propagates an input pattern 
X to the Y layer where the units in the Y layer will compute 
their net input. 

 Continuous BAM 

In the continuous BAM, the units use the sigmoid or 
hyperbolic tangent output function.  The units in the X layer 
have an extra external input Ii , while the units in the Y layer 
have an extra external input Jj for i = 1, 2, ..., m and j = 1, 2, ..., 
n.  These extra external inputs lead to a modification in the 
computation of the net input to the units.  

4) Context Sensitive Auto Associative Memory model 

(CSAM) 
The matrix correlation memories can be very efficiently 

modulated by contexts in the case in which the key vector and a 
vectorial context are combined confirming a Kronecker 
product. The existence of multiplicative contexts enlarges in 
many directions the cognitive abilities of the correlation 
memories. One of the abilities of the context-sensitive 
associative memories is the possibility to implement all the 
basic logical operations of the propositional calculus. 
Moreover, these memories are capable of computing some 
fundamental operations of modal logic. The theory of logic and 

the theory of context-dependent associative memories converge 
to operator formalism. 

This model is referred to as Context dependent auto-
associative memory neural network [2,3], which is more 
powerful algorithm that suits to compute the clinical and 
laboratory factors effectively. Here, we could use the 
Kronecker product matrix as memory representation in the 
network structure. The model of this algorithm is presented 
below. 

 

Figure 3: Context-sensitive Auto Associative model 

The neural module receives the input of two vectors: one 
representing the set of possible diseases up to the moment and 
the other vector corresponding to a new sign, symptom or 
laboratory result. The action of the neurons that constitute the 
neural module can be divided into two sequential steps: the 
Kronecker product of these two entries and the association of 
this stimulus with an output activity pattern. This output vector 
is a linear combination of a narrower set of disease vectors that 
can be reinjected if a new clinical data arrives or can be 
processed to obtain the probability attribute to each diagnostic 
decision. 

A context-dependent associative memory M acting as a 
basic expert system is a matrix  

 1 ( )

T
k

i i j

i j i

M d d s


 
  

 
 

 

Where di are column vectors mapping k different diseases 
(the set {d} is chosen orthonormal), and sj(i) are column 
vectors mapping signs or symptoms accompanying the i 
disease (also an orthonormal set). The sets of symptoms 
corresponding to each disease can overlap. The Kronecker 
product between two matrices A and B is another matrix 
defined by     


 , .A B a i j B 

 

Denoting that each scalar coefficient of matrix A, a(i, j), is 
multiplied by the entire matrix B. Hence, if A is nxm 
dimensional and B is k x l dimensional, the resultant matrix 
will have the dimension nk x ml. 
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5) Context Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Model 

(CSYM) 
Context-sensitive asynchronous memory[10,11] is a 

priming-based approach to memory retrieval. It exploits 
feedback from the task and environment to guide and constrain 
memory search by interleaving memory retrieval and problem 
solving. Solutions based on context-sensitive asynchronous 
memory provide useful answers to vague questions efficiently, 
based on information naturally available during the 
performance of a task. 

 
Figure 4: A Context Sensitive Associative memory 

 

Reasoning is an important biological activity. Emerged at 
some point of biological evolution, reasoning is a neural 
function with a decisive role for the kind of life style that the 
human beings have developed. The knowledge of the external 
world, in fact one of the highlights of human culture, is a direct 
consequence of the capacity of reasoning. 

A context-sensitive asynchronous memory differs from 
these “traditional” approaches by simultaneously providing a 
means to allow reasoning to proceed in parallel with memory 
search as well as a means to guide ongoing memory search. 

 Asynchronous retrieval: Asynchronous retrieval is the 
autonomous processing of memory retrieval requests. 
A memory system can perform asynchronous retrieval 
by using reified retrieval requests and a retrieval 
monitor which operates in conjunction with the agent’s 
task controller. Asynchrony logically includes 
spontaneous retrieval (retrieval at the discretion of 
memory) and anytime retrieval (retrieval on demand of 
the reasoner). 

 Context-sensitivity: Context sensitivity is using 
feedback to guide memory search. Context sensitivity 
can be achieved through a process, called context-
directed spreading activation, which operates hand in 
hand with the agent’s working memory. 

6) Holographic Associative Memory (HAM)    
In 1990 Sutherland in his pioneering work, presented the 

first truly holographic associative memory[20] with 
holographic representation and learning algorithm analogous to 
correlation learning. It is a two-dimensional (2-D) generalized 
multidimensional phased representation. 

Here information is mapped onto the phase orientation of 
complex numbers operating. It can be considered as a complex 
valued artificial neural network. Generally speaking, 
holographic networks are very suitable for those problems 
where stimuli are long vectors with symmetrically (uniformly) 
distributed arguments. A longer stimulus vector assures a 
greater learning capacity, i.e. a greater number of stimulus-
response associations that can be learned. Symmetry in 
arguments assures accuracy in reproducing the learned 
stimulus-response associations. 

Holographic memory is a storage device that is being 
researched and slated as the storage device that will replace 
hard drives and DVDs in the future. It has the potential of 
storing up to 1 terabyte or one thousand gigabytes of data in a 
crystal the size of a sugar cube. 

Advantages of Holographic Memory Systems 
Aside from having a tremendous amount of storage space 

for data, holographic memory systems also have the ability to 
retrieve data very quickly, up to a 1 gigabyte per second 
transfer rate 

The main difference between holographic and conventional 
neural networks is that a holographic neuron is more powerful 
than a conventional one, so that it is functionally equivalent to 
a whole conventional network. Consequently, a holographic 
network usually requires a very simple topology consisting of 
only few neurons. Another characteristic of the holographic 
technology is that it represents information by complex 
numbers operating within two degrees of freedom (value and 
confidence). Also an important property is that holographic 
training is accomplished by direct (almost non-iterative) 
algorithms, while conventional training is based on relatively 
slow “back-propagation” (gradient) algorithms. A holographic 
neuron is sketched in Figure 5 . As we can see, it is equipped 
with only one input channel and one output channel. However, 
both channels carry whole vectors of complex numbers. An 
input vector S is called a stimulus and it has the form 


 ni

n

iii
eeeeS

  ,.....,,, 321

321
  

An output vector R is called a response and its form is 


 mi

m

ii
eeeR

  ,......,, 21

21
 

 

Figure 5: A Holographic neuron 

 

All complex numbers above are written in polar notation, 
so that moduli (magnitudes) are interpreted as confidence 
levels of data, and arguments (phase angles) serve as actual 
values of data. The neuron internally holds a complex mn  
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matrix 
 jkxX 

which serves as a memory for recording 
associations. 

We present the basic learning process. Learning one 
association between a stimulus S and a desired response R 
requires that the correlation between the j-th stimulus element 
and the k-th response element is accumulated in the (j; k)-th 
entry of the memory matrix. More precisely: 



 jki

kjjk ex






 

The same formula can be written in the matrix-vector form: 

 RSX T  

Here S  denotes the conjugated transpose of the vector S. 

Mostly Holographic memory is of Different models, but we 
are considering two of them; 

 Dynamically Structured Holographic Associative 

Memory (DSHAM). 

 Composite Holographic Associative Memory 

(CHAM). 

III. APPLICATIONS 

A. Human Resources Management 

1) Employee Selection and Hiring - predict on which job 

an applicant will achieve the best job performance. 
Input data: information about an applicant: personal 

information, previous jobs, educational levels, previous 
performance, etc. 

2) Employee Retention - identify potential employees who 

are likely to stay with the organization for a significant 

amount of time based on data about an applicant. 
Input data: applicant's hours of availability, previous jobs, 

educational levels and other routine information. 

3) Staff Scheduling - predict staff requirements for 

restaurants, retail stores, police stations, banks, etc. 
Input data: time of year, day of week, pay-days, holidays, 

weather, etc. 

4) Personnel Profiling - forecast successful completion of 

training program; identify employees most suitable for a 

certain task. 
Input data: background characteristics of individuals. 

B. Medical 

1) Medical Diagnosis - Assisting doctors with their 

diagnosis by analyzing the reported symptoms. 
Input data: patient's personal information, patterns of 

symptoms, heart rate, blood pressure, temperature, laboratory 
results, etc. 

2) Detection and Evaluation of Medical Phenomena - 

detect epileptic attacks, estimate prostate tumor size, detects 

patient breathing abnormalities when a patient is under 

anesthesia, etc. 
Input data: patient's personal information, breathing rate, 

heart rate, patterns of symptoms, blood pressure, temperature, 
etc. 

3) Patient's Length of Stay Forecasts - forecast which 

patients remain for a specified number of days. 
Input data: personal information such as age and sex, level 

of physical activity, heart rate, blood pressure, temperature and 
laboratory results, treatment procedures, etc. 

4) Treatment Cost Estimation 
Input data: personal information such as age and sex, 

physiological data, the use of drug or other therapies, treatment 
procedures, number of recurrences after first treatment, etc. 

C. Financial 

1) Stock Market Prediction - predict the future movement 

of the security using the historical data of that security. 
Input data: Open, High, Low, Close, Volume, technical 

indicators, market indexes and prices of other securities. 

2) Credit Worthiness - decide whether an applicant for a 

loan is a good or bad credit risk. 
Input data: applicant's personal data, income, expenses, 

previous credit history, etc. 

3) Credit Rating - assign credit ratings to companies or 

individuals based on their financial state. 
Input data: current financial state indicators and past 

financial performance of a company or individual. 

4) Bankruptcy prediction - classify a company as potential 

bankruptcy. 
Input data: company characteristics and business ratios, 

such as working capital/total assets, retained earnings/total 
assets, earnings before interest and taxes/total assets, market 
value of equity/total debt, and sales/total assets. 

5) Property Appraisal - evaluate real estate, automobiles, 

machinery and other property.  
Input data: property parameters, environment conditions as 

well as appropriate demographic, ecological, industrial and 
other factors. 

6) Fraud Detection - detect and automatically decline 

fraudulent insurance claims, client transactions, and taxes. 
Input data: transaction parameters, applicant's information 

and other data of past incidents. 

7) Price Forecasts - forecast prices of raw materials, 

commodities, and products. 
Input data: previous price movements, economical 

indicators, market indexes. 

8) Economic Indicator Forecasts - forecast economic 

indicators for the next week, month, and quarter. 
Input data: social and economical indicators, time-series 

data of an indicator. 
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D. Sales and Marketing 

1) Sales Forecasting - predict future sales based on 

historical information about previous marketing and sales 

activities. 
Input data: historical data about marketing budget, number 

of ads, special offers and other factors affecting sales. 

2) Targeted Marketing - reduce costs by targeting a 

particular marketing campaign to the group of people which 

have the highest response rate. Avoid wasting money on 

unlikely targets. 
Input data: information about customers and their response 

rate. 

3) Service Usage Forecasting - forecast the number of 

service calls, customer transactions, customer arrivals, 

reservations or restaurant covers (patrons) in order to 

effectively schedule enough staff to handle the workload. 
Input data: season, day-of-week, hour of the day, special 

events in the city/area, marketing budget, promotional events, 
weather, etc. 

4) Retail Margins Forecasting - forecast the behavior of 

margins in the future to determine the effects of price changes 

at one level on returns at the other. 
Input data: retail prices, expenditures at the retail level, 

marketing costs, past margin values, price variability and other 
market characteristics. 

E. Industrial 

1) Process Control - determine the best control settings 

for a plant. Complex physical and chemical processes that 

may involve interaction of numerous (possibly unknown) 

mathematical formulas can be modeled heuristically using a 

neural network. 

2) Quality Control - predict the quality of plastics, paper, 

and other raw materials; machinery defect diagnosis; diesel 

knock testing, tire testing, beer testing. 
Input data: product/part/machinery characteristics, quality 

factor. 

3) Temperature and force prediction in mills and factories 
Input data: previous values of temperature, force and other 

characteristics of mills and factories. 

F. Operational Analysis 

1) Retail Inventories Optimization - forecast optimal stock 

level that can meet customer needs, reduce waste and lessen 

storage; predict the demand based on previous buyers' 

activity. 
Input data: characteristics of previous buyers' activity, 

operating parameters, season, stock, and budgets. 

2) Scheduling Optimization - predict demand to schedule 

buses, airplanes, and elevators. 
Input data: season, day-of-week, hour of the day, special 

events in the city/area, Weather, etc. 

3) Managerial decision making - select the best decision 

option using the classification capabilities of neural network. 
Input data: initial problem parameters and final outcome. 

4) Cash flow forecasting - maximize the use of resources 

with more accurate cash flow forecasts. 
Input data: accounts payable, accounts receivable, sales 

forecasts, budgets, capital expenditures, stock, season, 
operating data, etc. 

G. Data Mining 

1) Prediction - use some variables or fields in the 

database to predict unknown or future values of other 

variables of interest. 

2) Classification - map (classify) a data item into one of 

several predefined classes. 

3) Change and Deviation Detection - uncover certain data 

records that are in some way out of the ordinary records; 

determine which cases/records suspiciously diverge from the 

pattern of their peers. 

4) Knowledge Discovery - find new relationships and non-

obvious trends in the data. 

5) Response Modeling - build a neural network based 

response model. 

6) Time Series Analysis - forecast future values of a time 

series. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We presented a survey on various associative memories 
which are being used in various applications in recent trends. 
There are few points that we would like to mention through this 
article: 

Memory is not just a passive store for holding ideas without 
changing them; it may transform those ideas when they are 
being retrieved. There are many examples showing that what is 
retrieved is different from what was initially stored. 

Simple Associative memories are static and very low 
memory so that they cannot be applied in the applications 
where high memory is required. 

Dynamic Associative memories such as Hopfield, BSB, 
and BAM are Dynamical memories but they are also capable of 
supporting very low memory, so they cannot be applied in the 
applications where high memory requirements are there. 

A simple model describing context-dependent associative 
memories generates a good vectorial representation of basic 
logical calculus. One of the powers of this vectorial 
representation is the very natural way in which binary matrix 
operators are capable to compute ambiguous situations. This 
fact presents a biological interest because of the very natural 
way in which the human mind is able to take decisions in the 
presence of uncertainties. Also these memories could be used 
to develop expert agents to the recent problem domain. 

Holographic memories are being used to build the many 
advanced memory based agents like memory cards, USB 
Drives, etc., 
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Context asynchronous memories are being used to develop 
experience based agents. Context-sensitive asynchronous 
memory enables agents to efficiently balance resources 
between task processing and memory retrieval. By 
incrementally searching the knowledge base, a context-
sensitive asynchronous memory supports anytime retrieval of 
the best answer found so far and thus enables agents to satisfy. 

Finally, we conclude that Context Sensitive Auto 
Associative memory and Asynchronous Memory and 
Holographic Associative Memory can be used to solve the real 
applications which we mentioned. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

Among these memories we have used Context sensitive 
auto-associative memory model to implement the expert 
system for medical diagnosis of Asthma. We are planning to 
implement the medical based expert systems with the use of 
Context Sensitive Asynchronous Memory Models (CSYM) and 
also to implement mining based applications including time 
series analysis. 
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